Lesson 104  Hear Me!  9-12-2012

09/11/12 BT – Hear Me! I AM speaking to those that are listening. I speak in the silence. I AM Holy. Hear what I AM saying. Do what I have told you to do. This is a serious matter. Remove the three spots. Continue to work tirelessly on the bottom spot. You must draw closer to Me. You must become like Me. You must be refined. This takes work, do not be surprised, you must continue to change, to be refined into My likeness. This is a special time rejoice in it. Take the opportunity given you, do not let it slip away. Focus on Me. Focus on Me not the world. (Stand and take wine, drink me in, in silence. Let our elements mix.)

After receiving these words and comparing spiritual to spiritual we realized that much of what the Lord gave to our group this week has revolved around the third spot of How the Holy Spirit Teaches in particular. With this in mind, the Lord then led us to draw this lesson from this very same subject matter concentrating on the topics as pulled from His message above. Therefore the topics for this study will be listening, guidance, the Bride and focus.

**Listen, Hear, Do**

Throughout our walk with the Lord we have learned that listening is very important. We have learned that we cannot go forward in the Lord if we are not willing to listen to Him, to hear what He is saying. And then, ultimately, to do. From THH we have learned this: (http://www.takehisheart.com/pdf/anatomyofkingdomflowchart.pdf)

In the beginning, the Lord told us to gather up all the "things of the Spirit" and place them in a flow chart. This is a command for today and the future as well as back then. We had no idea where the Lord was going with this. It's the Uncharted Waters He talks about; just taking step by step actions, led by Him. The Lord said, "Listen and record, listen and record."

As I have said on this site before, a "thing of the Spirit" is a dream, a vision, a word, something you can point your finger at. It is important to understand how to handle the "things of the Spirit" when recording them. The key is to write it down exactly as it was seen or heard, adding nothing. If there was a feeling in the vision or dream it's all right to record that. Make it as accurate as you can and nothing more.

Don't let your ideas seep into what is recorded. **The reason is this, the Holy Spirit is painting a picture and you don't know what that picture is.** God told us not to speculate, that it limits Him. If you let your ideas, anything of yourself, seep into what is recorded you are speculating and limiting Him. You must keep "self" out! Through the years I have watched some people manipulate, pass over things in their flow chart, and use the things they can manipulate to mean what they want them to mean. They basically don't use the other "things of the Spirit" to interpret. They are hurting no one but themselves and the cause of God.

Here is a good place to include something the Lord dealt with me about in this experience. It is when the Lord said, "It is pride for them to think they could know anything, not getting it from Me." Let me reword just a little. It is pride for us to think that we could know anything not getting it from the Lord. The emphasis was on the word anything!

I have known for some time that our ideas seeping into the "things of the Spirit" is not correct. I have known it is incorrect for us to interpret without the input of the Lord, another "thing of the Spirit." The Lord dealt heavily with me about this being "pride." It is "pride" for us
to think that we could interpret without another "thing of the Spirit." It is "pride" for us to let our ideas seep into the "things of the Spirit."

"Pride" is a serious thing; it is haughty, of Python, and cannot exist in the Married Bride. The Holy Spirit paints a picture and He's painting it perfectly. He does not need our help. He does not need our corrections to His paintings. He is capable! That is why we need to write things down exactly as they are seen and heard and nothing more. "Listen and record, listen and record." Actually, it is easier this way and we can rest in the Lord. We are simply an unclean vessel if we can't report correctly, by letting it all pass through us cleanly, to the Corporate Flow Chart as the Lord instructed.

As you have gathered from this, when we listen to the Lord, we are listening to Him in meetings, in silence, in dreams, in visions; however, He has chosen to communicate with us at that particular moment. And then we learned that it is equally important for us to write it down, to record it as this prevents His words from being lost over time. Jesus, himself, encouraged us to be listening to the Lord, through statements like these:

John 8:47 “He who is of God hears God’s words…”
John 10:27 “My sheep hear My voice, and I know them, and they follow Me.”
Mark 4:21-25 Also He said to them, “Is a lamp brought to be put under a basket or under a bed? Is it not to be set on a lampstand? For there is nothing hidden which will not be revealed, nor has anything been kept secret but that it should come to light. If anyone has ears to hear, let him hear.” Then He said to them: “Take heed what you hear. With the same measure you use it, it will be measured to you; and to you who hear, more will be given. For whoever has, to him more will be given, but whoever does not have even what he has will be taken away from him.”

Yes, Jesus encourages us to listen to the Father, to hear His voice, but He also encourages us to take heed of what we are hearing. But we must, first, be willing to listen.

**October 19th – God Calling:** The cry of the human soul is never unheard. It is never that God does not hear the cry, but that man fails to hear the response. Like parts of a machine, made to fit each into the other, and to work in perfect harmony, so is the human cry and the God-response. But man treats this cry as if it were a thing alone, to be heard, or not, as it pleased God, not realizing that the response was there in all eternity, awaiting the cry, and only man’s failing to heed, or to listen, kept him unaware of the response, and unsaved, unhelped by it.

We are unhelped because we are not “taking heed to what we hear”. In other words, we are not following through. We are not doing what He has asked us to do. We have to remember that the Lord is always aware of our presence. He is ever ready to guide us down the path of life through the words He gives. However, we have to listen to Him. We have to do what He asks us to do. He have to follow Him. This week it was said like this:

09/08/12 CT – Quiet, listen for My voice, listen for My words. A time is coming, an age is coming for listening, for My Agenda not man’s. It is a time where My steps will be followed not man’s. But you must allow Me to lead. You must allow Me to be the head of My church. Can man let go of the reins? Can man allow their Lord to lead? Have faith I will direct your steps! Have faith I will guide you but you have to get rid of self and turn the all over to Me. Can you do that? Can you give Me your entire self? That is all for now.

09/08/12 BN – I AM here, I AM always available to hear you, Can you hear Me. You must quiet your mind, My Word is never used up, It is always available to you, Spend time in it often, Go in love and peace honoring your Lord.

09/11/12 BT – Hear Me! I AM speaking to those that are listening. I speak in the silence. I AM Holy. Hear what I AM saying. Do what I have told you to do. This is a serious matter. Remove the three spots. Continue to work tirelessly on the bottom spot. You must draw closer to Me. You must become like Me. You must be refined. This takes work, do not be
surprised, you must continue to change, to be refined into My likeness. This is a special time to rejoice in it. Take the opportunity given you, do not let it slip away. Focus on Me. Focus on Me not the world. (Stand and take wine, drink me in, in silence. Let out elements mix.)

**Proverbs: 1:33** But whoever listens to me will dwell safely, and will be secure without fear of evil.

We will dwell safely because we listen and do.

**Guidance**

What we are learning is that the Lord is guiding us through His words. He is marking the way. When He speaks, we listen because we know He is guiding.

**Psalm 37:23** The steps of a good man are ordered by the LORD, and He delights in his way.

**December 13th - God Calling:** Fullness of Joy, the Joy of Perpetual Guidance, the Joy of knowing that every detail of your lives is planned by Me, but planned with a wealth of tenderness and love. Wait for Guidance in every step. Wait to be shown My way. The thought of this loving leading should give you great Joy…

Yes, the Lord just confirmed it in the words above didn’t He? He wants to show us the way. He wants to lovingly lead us, we just have to listen to what He is saying, allowing Him to guide us. Isn’t this what He has been telling us all along, that He is leading?

**Psalm 32:8** I will instruct you and teach you in the way you should go; I will guide you with My eye.

**Isaiah 58:11** The LORD will guide you continually…

09/05/12 BN – Remember My words, They are the guidance you need, I AM coming. The world needs to prepare, Obedience, Keys to the Kingdom, Put them together, Walk with Me in all My ways, Do not pick and choose, Den of thieves…brood of vipers, Be not associated with them, Relish our time together, Use it to the fullest, That is all for now, You may go in peace and love.

09/05/12 MVA - Very good. Observance of My ways commendable. Seeking your God, Jesus in all will bring victory. I AM your supply. There is abundance with your God, Jesus. Lack is of the world, abundance in your God, Jesus. I AM the way, the truth, the light. Yes, Jesus. All who follow in obedience will walk in that light. Shine brightly. Your God, Jesus leads to victory. Opening and closing correct doors is of Me - Jesus. I direct. Guidance and instruction must be followed to walk in obedience. Flow chart has magnificence. Keep focus on your God, Jesus. Fellowship, often, one with another. I Love you. Stay obedient. Meeting over.

09/5/12 DP - Pen of a ready writer, stay focused, look to Me, revelations on going, all is coming to pass quickly, lean towards My understanding. I give out insurmountable knowledge, wisdom and understanding at My disclosure. Seek and ye shall find, nothing remaining hidden, which will not be made known, Thank you King Jesus, You're welcome, My child. Purpose, all that's being done has purpose; follow My purpose and plan for your life that it may be well with you. Yes Lord. Follow My lead. (Envisioned the Lord in the distance with both hands guiding me to HIM.) Where I AM there may you be also. Thank you, My King. You're welcome, My son. World changes coming soon. I will shake heaven and earth; woe to the world for that which is coming. I will punish disobedience and pride, the haughty will be brought low and the rich man will beg for bread in that day. I will show myself strong against the world; every mouth will be stopped, all will (be) stricken in fear at My arrival. My beloved will follow Me. Walk with Me in white you shall. The day comes soon. Have your garments ready, spotless and unblemished. I come soon. That is all for now. You may go.

After praying heard "My beloved will not be harmed".

09/06/12 SN – Now come in. Keep practicing what you know. Don’t miss anything I want you to know. You must keep coming back again and again to receive, Many are called, but few are chosen. To whom much is given…much is expected. Follow Me in to receive. You must promise to make use of your time wisely, Begin now, Make sacrifices necessary. You won’t be
anointed without it. Keys to the Kingdom, Open them up. Begin this life with Me. Go now and preach and teach the good news.

09/07/12 BN – Welcome. Look to Me for instruction. I AM the great teacher. My lessons include knowledge and truth, The truth about what is...what was...and what is to come. Keep looking for My words of instruction. That is all, You may go.

09/07/12 MVA - Very good. Mercy given, receive (received), it is enough. I give gifts, MVA. You need only receive them. You do not work for gifts. A gift is received in obedience. You only need receive My gifts. Receive My gifts (received), very good MVA. Learning process. Much has been learned, much more to learn. Stay obedient to your God, Jesus in all. Unapproved food is circulating. Do not partake of unapproved food. I have given guidance and instruction on what is approved and to be circulated. All who seek Me will find Me, Jesus and My guidance. Look to Me in all, not self. Self will lead off course. Complete focus and obedience on and to your God, Jesus will keep you walking hand in hand with your God, Jesus. Follow the flow chart closely. Instruction and guidance have been given. I Love you dearly Beloved. Walk in purity. Meeting over.

09/09/12 SN – Trust Me. You must cease this path leading to darkness. Try to imagine yourself lost, you would be scared and hopeless, you must find the way, I AM the guide however...bringing you through all things. Settle down more, right now others watch you, be pleasing in My sight. Gather together again later. Peace be with you until next time.

09/09/12 MVA - Very good. I AM leading and directing you and others out of the path of destruction to come. Time is short, follow all My guidance and instruction, yes Jesus. Order MVA, things must be done in order to accomplish purpose. Many pictures are forming, keep each to its own. Place each piece in the correct picture. Mural forming. Correct assembly correct guidance. Excitement MVA. Do not suppose. Wait until picture forms. Clarity will be. I AM guiding and instructing follow all diligently. Amazing plan and purpose of your God, Jesus. I Love you. Meeting over.

Silent Meeting 9/11/12 7:08 P.M

DP - Clear your heart, Yes Lord, Make room for Me. I AM the revealer of truth, only lean to Me, the doctrines of men can teach you no truth, it is revealed by My Spirit. Stay close, spirit of disobedience is in the land. I will clear the way for My people and illuminate your path. Thank you King Jesus. This is a critical hour, obedience is crucial, Yes Lord, Hold to that you have been taught. Spirit of delusion sweeps the whole land, darkness on the earth is great I AM the Light, follow Me to victory, Yes Lord. Be not deceived by cunning men with well spoken words, My way you know, My word is in you, it is truth, My truth. The world has not truth. It is fallen away in corruption, be separated, it is not for you. My vessels shall be clean for My use, Amen. Guided you are, be not discouraged by the unbelief of others. They too will see the truth, only pray they receive the truth, Yes Lord. Spiritual darkness over the whole earth, stand out as light among the darkness, reprove the false, do not take part with unlearned men, Yes Lord. That which is taught of Me is of Me, that which is not is not. Take comfort, I AM is with you, Thank you My King I need you, You're welcome, only believe. My peace be upon you, Thank you, You're welcome. That is all for now. You may go.

Ephesians 1:11-12 In Him also we have obtained an inheritance, being predestined according to the purpose of Him who works all things according to the counsel of His will, that we who first trusted in Christ should be to the praise of His glory.

He talks, we listen, we do as He guides. This is the path to living in His will. This is the path to becoming the Bride.

The Bride, His Beloved

Yes, we are learning how to be a part of His Bride. The Lord is guiding us in this endeavor. On the THH website we have learned that (http://www.takehisheart.com/pdf/theunit.pdf):
The Lord said, “Yes. The bride is working towards obedience/perfection through affection and adoration; … This is the only way to move from gold to pure gold (refinement) and it takes time, adoration of the Lord, understanding, and practice.

This is what we are working on. Yes, we are working on our refinement, but as was just stated it takes time, adoration (paying honor, worshiping, devotedly loving), understanding, realizing that He is guiding and it takes practice (listening and doing – obedience). This, I believe, is the purpose for the words we have received this week.

The Lord is using the words this week to remind us that we are seeking after brideship. This is, after all, what we are working towards. We are going through a process of refinement to get there. We become refined by listening to Him, learning His ways, by realizing it is Him at the controls and then by faithfully, lovingly, devotedly being obedient unto Him. Living in His will within His purposes. This is what He wants us to understand and work towards.

The Lord’s prophet was given a picture, in a scene of a layered box. The various layers were seen as having different colors. First there was green, then transparent gold, followed by red with gauges, transparent gold and green again. The scene went like this:

On February 22, 2008, I saw this scene in the night:
I was looking at a unit. This unit was layered, metal - glass - metal - glass - metal. With the glass one could see inside. I was looking at it and I was told, “All you are (meaning this group) is in there.” The unit was packed or compressed full of our clothes; all kinds and I remember seeing red clothes. All we are was represented as clothing, no flesh was in the unit. The unit had atmospheric gauges on the outside, revealing the atmosphere inside.

Those gauges were in the middle metal part of the unit. We did not understand what it all meant when the scene was given, but through time we have come to understand much. The glass is transparent gold, which has to do with pure gold, refined gold. The atmosphere, as we learned later, is silence and must be maintained every moment, the reason for the gauges. The gauges in the red section have to do with covenant, (maintaining silence, etc., the Lord’s way).

Clothing represents our acts and the picture reveals that what the Lord wants is our acts, no flesh of any kind. We must not forget the (background of) military green so we know there is military action, a war to be won by the Lord. We are in a battle. We will have to fight to become refined.

So the Lord used this scene to teach us that the bride is working towards obedience/perfection through affection and adoration. He used this scene to help us understand what it takes to move into brideship.

And in addition to the above, this week the Lord added these remarks, these ideas in relationship to His Bride. As you read the words below you will see where He speaks of obedience and following after His will. He speaks of Learning His ways, Kingdom ways. He speaks of becoming spotless. He makes an analogy of gifts and how they are to be opened (used). He also talks about studying all that He has given (flow charts) and He gives encouragement to stay focused on this path. This is the fight we are in. His words today, however, help us to understand that we are still learning. We are still working towards refinement, towards Brideship.

09/9/12 DP - My will be done on earth as it is in heaven. This is coming to pass, Amen, My Bride will perform My will on the earth to give glory to Me, as it is in heaven, Hallelujah. Take time to prepare for this, instant obedience takes time, surrender your will to Me, learn of My ways, which are life to you the doer, walk in the guidelines set forth by Me that I may be found by you. Glorious, My church will be(have) such dignity and honor bestowed upon her the world will marvel at her, saying never before have we seen it like this, Amen. I will bring forth the spotless Bride, the time is soon, walk worthy of spotless garments, Yes Lord. You know not when I call the wedding, the time is soon. I will do a new thing in the earth. My power will be on display, the world will marvel and quake at what they see. This is the time to be anchored in
Me, I will protect My own. Thank you, My King, You’re welcome, My child. I have so much more than safety to offer you at the appointed time. The time is now to come to Me, seek Me with your whole heart. I desire to give you the prize, you must come forth. Take this letter and go. That is all for now.

09/10/12 MVA - Good MVA, stay focused. Many are the distractions of the world. I have given gifts. You have done well to receive. Take opportunity to examine gifts. Distribute. Many gifts are shared, benefit of many. Each gift given, My Beloved, must be opened. I AM teaching you ways of My kingdom, yes Jesus. Follow all guidance and instruction of your God, Jesus. Learning ongoing, stay focused. Doing well. Study flow chart, bring together subject and see the picture. I will guide. I Love you. Stay diligent. Meeting over.


09/12/12 MVA - Excellent, accepted. Focused ability given. Meld one with another in your God, Jesus. One body united in your God, Jesus. Each unit brought together, united in the power of your God, Jesus. Most powerful My Beloved. My Beloved has many things to accomplish in your God, Jesus. Fellowship as I bring My Beloved together in Me, Jesus. Opportunities in obedience. Obedience holds keys to Kingdom of your God, Jesus. I have given guidance and instruction to be walked out in obedience. Many will see the power given My Beloved. The power of your God, Jesus manifest. Stay focused. Flow chart guidance and instruction. Doing well. I Love you. Meeting over.

The Lord has set the guidelines. It is the great I AM who is teaching you His kingdom ways. He gives guidance and instruction. Obedience is ours to step into, it just takes focus. Remember we are in a battle, the war has to be won. Obedience is one of the keys to success, obedience and focus.

**Focus**

The Lord has taught us a lot this week. He has taught us to listen and hear, to do, to obey. We know these are all steps we are walking out in our fight, in our battle to become all that He wants us to be, His Bride. Action is required, remember faith without works is dead. Therefore, as we read ahead, I believe, several more points or elements will stand out for you, just as they did for me. Some of what I believe you will notice from the Lord’s words below are this:

First, truth is confirmed by comparing spiritual to spiritual and through demonstrations. Second, corrections are given for our benefit. And we are to obey them, for our benefit, as well. Obedience is key. We have been reminded of this many times. And finally, our relationship with Him is all important. We keep it alive by focusing and walking with Him. He is to be our focus. Just as He has encouraged us in these words:

09/7/12 DP - (Laver) Lift your hands and receive what I have done, Lifted hands (Received), Thank you King Jesus, You're welcome. (Holy of Holies) Shifting occurring, be prepared, spiritual cleansing taking place, A change in attitude coming, I have heard your prayer. Thank you, King Jesus. My child only receive what has been done for you. I receive, in Jesus name. It is finished. I speak to the hearts and minds of My saints everywhere, be mindful, everyone doesn't understand what they are given, focus on what you have seen and know to be true. Yes, Lord. Do not judge another servant unrighteously. I make the truth known. Yes, Lord, I ask your forgiveness if I have done this. You may have unknowingly, You are forgiven. Thank You. Many receiving dreams and visions, all is not of Me, I confirm My truth to My saints. Out of the mouth of two or three witnesses every word will be established, look for confirmations in My words between each other. I will confirm. Yes, Lord. Be not presumptuous, all will be
explained. I make the way known, follow My guidance, see to it your brothers understand. Yes, Lord. Share what is given amongst yourselves, much gained in corporate anointing over group, feel Me work in your midst. Thank You, My King. Changing taking place, corporate anointing, take part. How Lord? See Me doing it, endowed with power (Saw flash of light come down.) Thank You, Lord Jesus. You're welcome, take not for granted. Yes, Lord. Stand ready to be used at My calling, the battle is raging, be prepared for war. In peace you may go. Thank You, King Jesus. You're welcome, My child.

09/08/12 MVA - Beautiful, accepted offering. Many are the woes of the world. Chastisement, correction for the world. Hearers will hear. Appointments are made. Many will see. Hope brought through Word. Walk in My ways, says the King. All honor, glory and praise to your King, Jesus. Praise. (praised) Very good, it is enough. Broken spokes. Correction given must be followed. Healing. I AM revealing truth. Truth of your God, Jesus. Search your hearts, I have placed truth within. Be filled with the truth of your God, Jesus. Receive truth. (received) Very good, MVA. You have done well to walk in obedience to your God, Jesus. Stay focused on your God, Jesus. Revelations, truths are being revealed to listening ears. Hearers are hearing. I Love you. Truth established. Meeting over.

09/09/12 BN – Well done in obedience, instant obedience opens many doors. I AM ready. Satan has so many doors to come in, see that you shut them. Shut out worldly ways. Focus on Me. Do, do not be hesitant to do what I say. That is all.

09/10/12 SN – Hear (or) Trust Me now, says the Lord. Lead not into temptation. There are many ways a man has and all of them lead to death, you must focus on what I tell you. Now come before Me prepared to do a good work, You are well equipped, Be pleasing as I AM pleasing. This will be immediate. There are answers to be found. Come into the knowledge of the truth. Come often/frequent. You must supply more time to the cause, I will not keep you waiting. There are many things to show you. Come into all knowledge/truth/things. Peace be with you, You may leave. Walk together with Me, You must become one with Me. Keys to the Kingdom given you. What say you? (Lord, thank You for the keys. We don’t deserve them. Help us use them to open doors.) You must finish the task at hand, Focus to receive more. You may leave.

The Lord said this to the Prophet http://www.takehisheart.com/pdf/mountzionfull.pdf: Jesus told me to tell Christians to focus on Brideship. Focus is the opposite of "not paying much attention." The Lord used the word "focus" because that is what it takes to come out of the spots and remain out. Remember, the difference between a woman being a bride or being a harlot is revealed in her acts.

We are in a fight. It takes focus. Our acts are important. It takes a lot to become refined. Will you listen? Will you act? Will you allow Him to lead? Will you become a part of the Bride?

This week the Lord said, Hear Me! I AM speaking to those that are listening. I speak in the silence. I AM Holy. Hear what I AM saying: Do what I have told you to do. This is a serious matter. Remove the three spots. Continue to work tirelessly on the bottom spot. You must draw closer to Me. You must become like Me. You must be refined. This takes work, do not be surprised, you must continue to change, to be refined into My likeness. This is a special time, rejoice in it. Take the opportunity given you, do not let it slip away. Focus on Me. Focus on Me, not the world. (Stand and take wine, drink me in, in silence. Let our elements mix.)

May the Lord Bless and Keep You, Cindy
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